
The habitable 
structure 
Supertrusses and 
space 



Vierendeel Truss 

The major players… 



Burr arch and Towne truss…its all about buckling 



Theodore Burr’s 1817 patent…a braced arch/truss 



Room as structure: The Burr Arch 



Blenheim bridge, surviving Burr arch 



Towne’s 1820 patented truss 



Bracing everywhere…do you see a yurt anywhere? 



Ithiel Towne’s Lattice Truss 





Inhabiting bridges…a new idea to America? Ponte Vecchio, 1345, Florence 



Denis Diderot “Encylopedie” … images of everything… 1751 



Severn River Bridge 1779, Abraham Darby, 100’ span Cast Iron 

How do I build with it? How will it react to temperature? How will it react to atmospheric chemistry? Sunshine? 
How do we work with new materials? What are it’s properties? What does it behave like?  What forms are appropriate? 



Craigellachie Bridge 1814, Thomas Telford, 150’ span Cast Iron 





Goal is uniform loading of arch by 
the struts holding up and bracing 
the deck 



Cultural Differences: 

Telford 1812: “efficiency, economy, elegance”…. 
through full-scale tests… trial and error 

Eiffel 1867: “lighter, cheaper, stronger”… 
 by combining theory and practice…calculation and observation   



Sir Thomas Bouch 

 Knighted upon 
completion of the 
bridge crossing the 
Firth of Tay, 1877 

 Commissioned to 
design Firth of Forth 
crossing 1873 



Firth of Tay 1867 Progress 



2.25 miles of value engineered cast 
iron 



  Remains 
worst 
structural 
disaster in 
British History 



Beufort 10… 55-70mph wind 

  Dec. 28, 1879 

  Train was crossing at the time 

  Engine, tender and first class coaches fall in, 
second class coaches remain on rails 

  Death toll 75 

  Includes Bouch’s son-in-law 



Cast iron disaster 



Search and Rescue 



Hardhats to recovery 



After S&R, recovery 



Told you it wouldn’t work 



Relief, Rebuild, don’t repeat causes 



Reuse 



Eiffel garabit viaduct and eiffel tower…vert truss 

Material innovation provokes change in relations between structure and spaces 



Rouzat viaduct 1869 Gustav Eiffel…the truss learns about wind 



Deep enough to walk in… deep enough to inhabit? 



Gustav Eiffel’s tower 1889 

•  117 years old 
•  968 feet tall 
•  18,000 parts 
•  Eiffel was the 

contractor 
•  2 years to build 





A vertical truss that leans… 



Concern over railroad vibration 
pushes design to extra stiffness 



Stephenson’s Box Beams 

Brittania Bridge over the Menai Strait, Robert Stephenson 1850, 460 foot 
span 

Towers are here, 
Belt is here, but 
no suspenders! 



A mistake gives Stephenson the 
idea 

  An ironclad ships hull…the first structural tube? 



Test to Destruction 
…we don’t need no theory 



Birth 
of the 

Box 
Beam

? 

Britannia Bridge crossing of the 
Menai straits 1850 



Midspan sway causes buckling… 
Brace till it doesn’t buckle 



Iron Box 

Billington “The aesthetic defects of the Brittania Bridge are rooted in the fact 
that structural art does not flourish when the constraint of economy is 
removed”…more beef does not make art…more money does not make art… 

“David Billington, The Tower and The Bridge” 



Craig Ellwood spans a canyon 
…but why? 



"In architecture, structure is 
the only clear principle". 
Craig Ellwood 



Art Center College of Design, Pasadena California, Craig Ellwood, 1976 







Skyways… life out of the cold 
and above the street in 
Minneapolis 



Minneapolis firm City Desk Studio to transform a skyway 
into, among other things, a lakeside retreat. It was being 
offered on Craigslist. For $79,500. 



Archigram, The Walking City, Ron Herron, 1964 

Megastructures proposed and 



Paul Rudolph 



Megastructures proposed and … the university of Winnipeg 



Ontario School of Art and Design, Toronto  Will Alsop, of Alsop Architects 



http://www.architecture.uwaterloo.ca/
faculty_projects/terri/steel/ocad.html 

Saves land area… 

















…a quiet neighbor? 



Clinton presidential center 










